The Incredible Book Eating Boy!

Year 3
TERM: Spring 2 (3 weeks)

Rationale/Hook:

‘The Incredible Book Eating Boy’ by Oliver Jeffers tells the tale of a
young boy who has an unusual talent—the ability to eat books! But are
books as healthy as he first thought? Yes it makes him more intelligent
but what long term effects does this have on his body? The young boy is
looking for advice on how to eat healthier. Can you help him?

Lead Subject: English

Lead Subject: PDL

Lead Subject: Art

After familiarising themselves with
the story and the main character,
Henry, the children will be extending their vocabulary and exploring
synonyms that could be used to
describe Henry and his incredibly
rare talent. Using their persuasive
techniques,
the
children will be
trying to persuade
Henry to try some
alternative meals
which
may
be
healthier for him.

The children will be looking at the
food wheel and thinking about
what is a balanced and unbalanced
diet. Using their knowledge, the
children will be planning a more
balanced diet for Henry to eat
and writing a letter to his parents
to advise them of their suggestions.

The children will be using their
artistic skills to draw creative
pages just like those in the
story. They will be creating
these for the purpose of presenting their advice to Henry
about how to eat a more
balanced,
healthy diet.

Applied Subject: ICT

School Values: Excellence & Aspiration

Children will be continuing to
grow their confidence of
using Microsoft Teams and
editing documents based on
feedback given.

We will be looking at all the school values, but will focus on
Excellence and Aspiration. We want to encourage the children to do their best at all times and to
aim high! We will discuss neat presentation, hard work and pushing themselves in
order to produce the best work possible.

Applied Subject: Maths
The children will be learning a new addition and subtraction method this half term which will be the
start of column addition. The children will be using lots of pictorial and abstract images to help them
to do this.
Outcome:
Children will send in their recommendations for eating
healthily to be sent to Henry. We hope for a reply.

Discrete—PE

Discrete—French

Joe Wicks

Petit Chaperon Rouge
Little Red Riding Hood

